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Finanz und Wirtschaft I .6.09 Letter from reader Max Matt: :" Some years ago, an American

historian wrote these words regarding European politicies on immigration: 'What will happen

when a state- little by little or suddenly- will not be able to contain the growing flood of
migrants?" This situation has been realised in Switzerland." ( And in other countries on the

continent) " On the coast of Africa, more than 2 million men are waiting to penetrate Europe."

As far as Western aid to Africa is concerned \re are seeing now the results: dissatisfaction,

famines, lack of work, bad quality water, etc. Massive financial aid can also destroy what was

formed organically over a long period of time. Money cannot solve big problems." ( Clear

sighted comments from that reader. Raspail's prophecy in "The Camp of the Saints" is being

realised! Development aid is a waste!)

NZZ I I .6.09 " For three nights in a row, a suburb of the French town of St. Etienne was the

scene of great disturbances" . Ten cars, plus seven businesses were put to the torch. This after

thedeathof 2l yearsolddetainedimmigrant,whoapparentlycommittedsuicideinhiscell.
Young protesters accuse the police of being responsible for his death. ( A classic scenario of
racial antagonism which we will see more and more)

NZZ 25.6.09:" An American tribunal withdraws Ed.Fagan's lawyer's Licence. Swindles and debt

by the millions." ( At the time of the Jewish funds story, Fagan tried to blackmail Switzerland.)

CHRTSTOPHER BLOCHER'S PROJECTS. TAGESANZEIGER CH 20.9.09 Since his ejection from the

Federal Council, Blocher founded the firm "Robinvest" whose purpose is to support small

businesses in difficulties. He is not optimist as regards the recession: " Swiss industry will
really feel the recession this autumn , for at that time all the orders will have been executed

and there are no new orders in the pipeline." (Here is a realistic commentary) NZZ l7.7.Og
"ln a speech in Zurich, ex-Federal Councillor Blocher promised a savage resistance to

erroneous measures in family policies (...) fhe centre left society wants to take the children

away from their family". Blocher alludes here to proposed laws which would authorise parents

others than mother and father to guard children. ( A reasonable reflection. lt is a pity that

Blocher did not have the same lucidity in 1994 when he gave the order to accept the anti-racist
law. Art, 26I bis CP: Swiss Gayssot law)

lL POPOLO D'iTALIA No 6.09 gives a full two pages (14 columns) to "Hitler's economic

miracle". This newspaper goes back to 1930. The availability of cheap capital brought

overproduction, unemployment, crisis. (...seven million unemployed when Hitler took over.

The Wall Street crisis in 1929 marked the end of the first global financial experiment. Germany

has no money, she lost her export market, but her economy will be born again. An

international barter economy is being developed. A new and audacious monetary politics will

allow her to realise massive public works (Autobahn) . ln January 1934, the number of
unemployed has fallen to 3,7 millions. lnJune: 2,5 millions. ln 1936; 1,6 millions; in 1938:

400 000. An important role in this was played by the MEFO effects, a mean to finance public

works in a non-inflationary manner- Economists had to face it: That system functioned due to

confidence in it. And when Hitler gave Schacht the title of Honorary Aryan, no distinction was

more richly deserved. The predicted inflation of liberal economists did not surface. From I932
to 1937, the cost of living index passed from 120,6 to 125,1, a bit more than four points.

"Therefore the theorists (the pluto-liberal economists) could only suggest pseudo scientific

explanations: Germanic natural frugality , born discipline . All that to avoid more eloquent



terms: the enthusiasm of a people mobilised for its own rebirth, freed from the profit

bankers's yoke , which understood perfectly the goals sets by its leaders and which

collaborated with them with energy and creativity." And Hitler put Goering in charge of a

grand plan: to replace non available raw material , from which came the manufacture of

artificial rubber and synthetic fuel from carbon, "patents which the US, after its victory over

the Reich hastened to sequestrate and destroy." One question can be asked: ls it possible that

the destructive wars of the Anglo American powers against Germany , but also their historical

demonisation of the Reich, their permanent condemnation of the memory, had for only real

and occult motives, Hitler:s economic successes against the international financial system?

Here is the most censored point of history. The question is taboo. We would not dare ask it

here if the question did not come from a military foe of the Third Reich: British General J.F.C

Fuller." ( A remarkable text from Popolo d'ltalia, which we recommend to all our ltalian

speaking friends)

NEXUS No 62 :Jay Rockefeller, from the famous US dynasty , estimates that the lnternet is a

national danger No. l. There should be "an lnternet 2" , more controlled in the type of

information circulating". ( ln other words, non controlled information are countering controlled

information of the other medias, necessary to the good comportment of citizens.)

MILITANT No. 609 Editorial concerning the elections to the European Parliament: " The weak

participation shows also that people are not so stupid as to think that the sacrosanct

democracy give them a voice. The abstention rate, growing over the years, signifies that a

growing number of people understand that democracy is just a sham, the outer wrapping of a

power which reality escapes them and which is held by people and groups of people on which

they have no hold." (Excellent)

MINUTE 3.6.09 - Marine Le Pen, interviewed: " The European Union has been founded on a

totally specious basis and it is therefore necessary to work for the implosion of the EU. When

this objective will have been reached , we wilt then be ahte, on the ruins of this machine which

manufactures unemployment and destroys identities , to rebuild a Europe of nations states,

independent and sovereign , which will fight together, in a voluntary manner , against the ills

which they all have in common. " ( lt is clear that the EU is not our Europe. Ours is formed of

White people and has as a first condition, the repatriation of the Africans and Asiatics to their

countries of origin. The EU is an infamous caricature.)

NZZ 27 .g.Og :" Spain limits its universal justice. From now on, only cases which have some

rapportwith the countrywill be heard. "Judge Garzon, who asked the extradition of Pinochet,

wanted to prosecute all the world's crimes in his role as a good globalist, notably the

massacre of the Tibetans. Amnesty lnternational and Human Rights Watch accuse Spain of

bowing to the great powers ( US, China) ( ln fact it is a symptomatic defeat for the globalist

coalition!)

UNITED STATES - American diplomacy is becoming more and more bizarre. ln a visit to

Moscow on 6.7.09, Obama tried (as foreseen) to oppose Medvedev and Putin. He qualifies

putin as a "cold war man" and Mdevedev as a "profound and progressive" personality " . He

also pretended to respect Russia and wanted to build a relation of equality between the two

countries." LE NOUVELLISTE 6'7.9.

7.7.9 "Entente at the Summit. An accord is signed between Moscow and Washington for the

reduction of nuclear weapons ". - But already there is a false note: The American vice

president declares on TV "that lsrael as a sovereign state has the right to decide, according to


